FAQ - Questionnaire
GREEN: Evergreen
Moss walls and moss pictures made of stabilized Iceland moss
directly from the manufacturer and developer
What is a real Evergreen moss?

Evergreen moss is exclusively manufactured by the company
Freund GmbH from Berlin. Our natural and green walls are
made of real, stabilized Iceland moss which is mounted on
carrier panels. Natural. Individual. Maintenance-free.

How is the Evergreen moss
made?

In our manufactury in Germany the Evergreen moss is cleaned,
preserved in a special process, processed by hand and applied
twice to an appropriate carrier panel.

Where can you buy the real
Evergreen moss?

The real Evergreen moss can be purchased from Freund GmbH
and its trading partners only. Freund GmbH is the
manufacturer and seller of Evergreen moss since 2008.

What sizes and shapes are
available?

Evergreen moss walls and moss pictures are available in all
sizes - whether in 2D or in 3D. As manufacturer we can make
(almost) everything possible for you.

What are the components of
the product?

A carrier panel (10mm MDF) is used as substitute. On this panel
the 5-7cm thick Iceland moss is mounted on. Additionally you
can order a moss frame (3cm around the edges) or mounting
strips.

What is a moss frame?

For the moss frame the moss is neatly pulled around the edges
of the MDF panel so that the panel is no longer visible.

with moss frame
How can the moss pictures and
moss walls be attached to the
wall?

without moss frame

With our mounting strips the moss walls
and moss pictures can be easily hung up
and taken down again. On the back of
the carrier panel the strips are already
fixed. The matching strips are enclosed
in the package. Alternatively the moss
pictures can be directly screwed onto a
another carrier panel.
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Is the moss available in other
colours?

Yes, there are 16 different colours (see Evergreen Colours).

How are the panels packed?

The panels are wrapped separately, packed in boxes and palletized. Depending on the size of the order the panels will be sent
by post (DHL / DPD) or by freight forwarder.

Does Evergreen moss needs to
be watered?

The moss surfaces don‘t need to be watered or fertilized as the
moss is preserved and made to stay long-lasting. Thus the Evergreen moss doesn‘t need any water or maintenance.
Natural. Individual. Maintenance-free.

Can I expose the Evergreen
moss to direct sunlight?

The Evergreen moss is highly resistant to direct sunlight. An
over-exposure to the sun for years can cause a slight fading
of colours. Using our Evergreen repair kit this can be replaced
easily.

How long does the Evergreen
moss last?

Evergreen moss surfaces are manufactured for the longterm
use and made to stay long-lasting. As pioneer on the German
market we have a wide experience. Our first moss walls have
been installed 7 years ago and still look as good as on the first
day.

Recommended humidity?

A room air humidity of 40-60% is recommended. As a result
the moss keeps its haptic and optical characteristics. A lower air
humidity can change these characteristics. In the winter time
the dry air can cause a hardening of the moss. If the air humidity rises to the healthy rate of 40-60% the moss then becomes
soft and fresh again.

Does the Evergreen moss
attract vermins?

No. Due to the special and natural preservation the moss
doesn‘t need any water or even soil. For this reason there is
no basis for vermins or bugs. Additionally the preservation has
a rejecting effect on vermins. So there is a double protection
against bugs or other vermins.

Does the Evergreen moss
attract house dust?

No. Due to the special preservation and its causing antistatic
effect the „normal“ household dust will not stay on a hanging
moss picture.
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